
WHO TO CONTACT DURING THE LIVE PROGRAM

For Additional Registrations:
-Call Strafford Customer Service 1-800-926-7926 x1 (or 404-881-1141 x1)

For Assistance During the Live Program:
-On the web, use the Chat function to send a message

If you get disconnected during the program, you can simply log in using your original instructions and PIN.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR THE LIVE PROGRAM

This program is approved for 2 CPE credit hours. To earn credit you must:

• Participate in the program on your own computer connection (no sharing) – if you need to register 
additional people, please call customer service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1 (or 404-881-1141 ext. 1).  
Strafford accepts American Express, Visa, MasterCard, Discover.

• Listen on-line via your computer speakers.

• Respond to five prompts during the program plus a single verification code.  

• To earn full credit, you must remain connected for the entire program.
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FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY



Tips for Optimal Quality FOR LIVE PROGRAM ONLY

Sound Quality
When listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, please e-mail sound@straffordpub.com
immediately so we can address the problem.

mailto:sound@straffordpub.com


Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 
order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.

http://www.straffordpub.com/


Notice

ANY TAX ADVICE IN THIS COMMUNICATION IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN BY 
THE SPEAKERS’ FIRMS TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A CLIENT OR ANY 
OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR THE PURPOSE OF (i) AVOIDING PENALTIES THAT 
MAY BE IMPOSED ON ANY TAXPAYER OR (ii) PROMOTING, MARKETING OR 
RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY MATTERS ADDRESSED HEREIN. 

You (and your employees, representatives, or agents) may disclose to any and all persons, 
without limitation, the tax treatment or tax structure, or both, of any transaction 
described in the associated materials we provide to you, including, but not limited to, 
any tax opinions, memoranda, or other tax analyses contained in those materials.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 
subject to change.  Applicability of the information to specific situations should be 
determined through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Speaker:  Justin Brown

• State and Local Tax Associate, Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP

• 7+ years of state tax experience representing corporations and pass through
entities

• Justin advises clients on a variety of state and local tax matters ranging from 
corporate income tax, property tax, sales & use tax, and gross receipts taxes

• Justin’s practice includes litigation, tax planning, and audit defense

• JD and LL.M. in Taxation, Washington University in St. Louis
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Speaker:  Daniel Thompson

• President of Thompson Tax LLC

• Founded the Company in 2002

• 40+ years of sales and use tax experience in both government and public 
accounting

• Adjunct professor and lecturer on taxation at Golden Gate University’s State and 
Local Tax Program

• Member of the American Institute of CPAs, the California Society of CPAs, and the 
Institute for Professionals in Taxation

• Served as Chairman of the California Society of CPAs Sales and Use Tax Symposium

• Founding member of the Independent SALT Alliance

• B.S. Degree in Accounting, California State University, Long Beach
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Today’s Agenda

• Identifying sales/use tax implications and challenges

• Understanding the various types of transaction taxes, such as stock transfer and 
documentary transfer/issuance taxes

• Identifying, describing and evaluating for sufficiency any reserves the target 
company has made for sales and use and other transaction tax liabilities

• Performing due diligence for transaction taxes

• Identifying potential real property transfer tax issues
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Mergers & Acquisitions, Generally

• Structure of the transaction has sales/use tax implications

― Statutory mergers or consolidations

― Transfers of TPP for equity interest

― Transfers to new corporations for equity interest

― Stock-for-stock acquisitions

― Recapitalizations

― Change in form or identity

― Capital contributions

― Corporate liquidations

• Jurisdictions will vary:  

― One jurisdiction may impose tax on certain tangible personal property transferred as part of an 
M&A transaction while another jurisdiction may offer an exemption

• Nexus may be created in additional jurisdictions as the result of an M&A 
transaction
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Mergers & Acquisitions, Generally (cont.)

• “Sale” is broadly defined to include all transfers of title or possession of goods for 
consideration “unless otherwise excepted”

• Consideration includes both cash and the assumption of liabilities
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M&A Transaction Types
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Asset Sale Stock Sale

Nontaxable

Type A
Type C
Type D
§ 351

Type B
Reverse Triangular 
Merger
§ 351

Taxable § 1060
§ 338

Direct Stock Purchase
Reverse Cash Merger
§ 338



Potential M&A Exemptions

• If the transaction is potentially subject to tax, look to exemptions that may apply

• Generally, transfers of TPP between and among affiliated entities could trigger 
sales and use tax implications

• Remember:  Every transfer of TPP potentially is subject to sales or use tax, unless a 
specific statutory exclusion or exemption applies!
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Potential M&A Exemptions (cont.)

• Certain types of assets may be excluded or exempt from sales tax even if sold as 
part of a business sale:

― Inventory – usually exempt as a “sale for resale;”

― Equipment – usually exempt if used predominately in producing tangible 
personal property (i.e., the manufacturing, machinery and equipment 
exemption); 

― Intangible property – normally not subject to sales/use tax;

― Real estate – normally not subject to sales/use tax; and

― Stock acquisitions – normally not subject to sales/use tax.
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Exclusions and Exemptions

• Sales tax exemptions for transfers in incorporations, mergers, acquisitions, and 
liquidations

― Strict compliance with statutory language and/or regulations is required or 
the exemption will be forfeited.

― State sales tax analysis should be done before structuring the transaction 
based solely on federal income tax consequences, or significant sales taxes 
could be due.

• General sales & use tax exclusions and exemptions

― Isolated/occasional/casual sale

― Sale for resale

― Manufacturing machinery and equipment
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Potential Problematic Areas

• Equipment, furniture, supplies, etc. (Tangible Personal Property) not covered by 
specific exemptions could be subject to sales tax

• Titled property (i.e., motor vehicles, aircraft, and watercraft) may create special 
problems depending on how the states govern those items

• Reclassification of “intangibles” to TPP.  For example, a California court has held 
that drawings, designs, manuals and procedures used in manufacturing were 
Tangible Personal Property subject to sales tax  Navistar Int’l Transp., 884 P.2d 108 
(Cal. 1994)

• Narrow statutory definitions create interpretative problems:

― For example, Texas exempts the sale of “the entire operating assets,” but it 
is unclear what constitutes an “operating asset” or what is meant by “entire 
assets”

― In a recent decision, the Texas Comptroller upheld a sales and use tax 
assessment, holding that the sale of the entire operating assets of a business 
through several transactions to multiple purchasers did not qualify as an 
exempt occasional sale. Tex. Comptroller Hearing No. 117,385 (June 9, 2021).
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Planning Opportunities

• Statutory merger exemptions

• Exemptions for transfers of property in exchange for an equity interest at the time 
of organization

― Create a new subsidiary and drop-down assets with the parent receiving 
consideration in the form of stock and securities.

• Incorporation transaction exemptions

― Assumption of liabilities can be treated as cash that is not eligible for 
exemption

• Timing can make or break a transaction

― For example, if an exemption is available for transfers upon the organization 
of a transferee corporation, later transfers (even a later step in a series of 
transfers upon organization) may not qualify
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Bulk Sale / Successor Liability

• Bulk Sales

― Many states have bulk sale notification provisions

― These notification provisions require that the seller and/or purchaser of the 
assets of a business notify the appropriate taxing authorities within a certain 
number of days

― Purpose of bulk sale requests are to either:

― (1) obtain a tax clearance certificate stating that the seller has no 
outstanding tax liabilities, or

― (2) be instructed by the taxing authorities as to the amount that should be 
withheld by the purchaser from the purchase price to cover the outstanding 
tax liabilities of the seller

― The purchaser becomes personally liable for the tax obligations of the seller if 
the bulk sale provisions are not complied with
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Bulk Sale / Successor Liability (cont.)

• Successor Liability

― Even where bulk sale notifications are not required, several states impose 
successor liability for sales/use taxes when an acquiring entity purchases all 
or substantially all of a selling entity's assets

― Potential tax liabilities should be negotiated when discussing the purchase 
price

― Again, the type of transaction may determine whether a successor is liable 
(asset sale versus stock sale)

― Buyers may protect themselves by requiring the Seller to obtain a tax 
clearance certificate
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What is FAS 5?

• Financial Accounting Standard No. 5

• FAS 5 is referred as the original FASB pronouncement

• FAS 5 required the loss of contingency must be disclosed, only if the loss is assessed 
or estimated

• Assessed and estimated are not specifically defined (i.e.: there is a 65% to 75% or 
greater likelihood that the contingency will occur) 
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Contingencies

• A contingency is defined as the existing condition or a situation, or even a set of 
situations involving improbability as to possible loss or gain to an enterprise, which 
most likely will occur more than once or in future events 
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Liabilities

• Liability is a known obligation

― Taxes tend to be liabilities rather than contingencies

― Taxes are not contingencies if the laws of the taxing jurisdiction clearly apply 
to the transaction(s)
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Fully Documented?

• Ensure all sales and use tax contingencies required by FAS 5 are accumulated and 
entirely documented

• Estimating the contingency can be challenging 
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Is FAS 5 Reserved for Sales & Use Tax?

• A substantial portion of transaction taxes are often ignored or not considered in 
their entirety due to external auditors not asking the correct questions during an 
audit

• Businesses must ensure sales & use tax is fully documented as required by FAS 5 

• It is important to know what contingencies need to be disclosed
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How FAS 5 Affects Sales Tax?

• Must review all the agreements, which the party will be held responsible for any 
taxes due

• It may affect the estimated contingency
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Common Contingency Areas

• Nexus Positions 

― Change in business activities and areas

― Return filings and exposure of unregistered jurisdictions

― Employees, plant, equipment, now economic impact

• Tax Base 

― What should be included in taxable sales price

• New products and services introduced into business

• Changes in tax laws, additional exemptions

• In-process and upcoming audits and refund claims
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FAS 5 Analysis

• A contingency may exist that needs to be disclosed for FAS 5 purposes 

• Sales/use tax compliance must be considered

• Ensure the company is in compliance with and regularly filing with various 
sales/use tax reports

• Obvious contingencies must be considered before moving forward 
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FAS 5 Factors

• Customer obligations

• Penalties and Interest

• External auditors

• Estimate by state or legal entity
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Customer Obligations

• Must consider the customer compulsions when quantifying

• Contact the customer, if self assessed

― Collect sales tax on taxable sales

― Paid tax as a tax assessment

― Resale or exemption certificate
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Determining Risk

• Should review all business operations and business activities

• Review the dollars for exposure in jurisdictions

• With new business/acquisitions, review of financials and business operations to 
determine risk

• Set up appropriate reserves
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Penalty and Interest

• Most states impose penalty/interest 

• Extra costs must be encompassed when estimating contingency

• How do you qualify to not pay interest and penalty?

― Participate in a Voluntary Disclosure Program

― Amnesty Programs

― Abatements/Waivers
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External Auditors

• Have proper documents on file to support your accrual

• It may take several months before hearing back from auditors, after reviewing the 
documentation provided

• Performed a sample to the auditors? Ensure the documents are valid and accurate
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Estimate by State or Legal Entity

• When providing a sample, ensure the following below steps are followed: 

― Be prepared to identify the amount of the exposure by state 

― Properly account the financial statements and update the logs periodically

― Deliberate using total accounts payable data to apply to the error rate to 
analyzing the exposure
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Estimation Practices

• Review existing Reserve

• Division/Entity/Category

• State-by-State 

• Choose the best period for most accurate estimation
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Due Diligence

• Know your business!  

― Due diligence checklist should vary based on the specific industry and 
company issues

• An assessment of any legal, financial, and business risks

• Where time and budget are tight, focus on key states

― Generally the larger states by market

― Also consider the geographic footprint of the business

• It is appropriate and recommended for both parties to a transaction to perform 
their due diligence, whether the transaction involves a purchase, sale, or merger

• Important to understand the nature of the businesses involved and the details of 
the transactions including the types of assets being transferred
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Due Diligence (cont.)

• Business overview

― Obtain business background (e.g., SEC filings, audited financial statements, 
contracts, list of locations, etc.)

― Obtain and review an organizational chart!

• Acquisition structure and transaction issues

― Understand the proposed transaction

• Nexus evaluation

― Where have returns for various taxes been filed? Where should they have been 
filed?

― Property, payroll, sales, registrations, etc.
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Due Diligence

• Sales/Use Tax

― Obtain sales/use tax return filings and sales/use tax audit history for state 
and local level sales/use tax

― Identify open audits, refund claims, waivers, etc.

― Reserve documentation

― Policies and procedures for sales/use taxes

― Discuss products and taxability

― Consider “testing” sales, purchases, capital assets, and leasing transactions
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REAL PROPERTY 
TRANSFER TAXES



Real Property Transfer Taxes, Overview

• Generally imposed on the recording of a deed, lease or other instrument.

• Imposed in 37 states plus the District of Columbia.

• Also known as Real Estate Transfer Tax, Documentary Stamp Tax, Document 
Recording Tax, or Deed Transfer Tax.

• Sales tax exemptions do not apply.

• May apply to transfer of a controlling interest in an entity owning real property.

• Special rules for minerals / timber / other property rights.
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States Imposing Real Property Transfer Taxes
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*  Oregon does not impose a 
statewide RPTT and localities 
are prohibited from doing so, 
with the exception of
Washington County, which 
imposes a tax that is 
grandfathered in under the 
state law.



Real Property Transfer Taxes – Controlling 
Interest

• Transfers of a controlling interest in an entity holding real property may create a 
real property transfer tax liability.

― Unlike with sales tax, a stock sale may trigger a liability.

― E.g., Washington State imposes its real estate excise tax on a transfer of a controlling 
interest in any entity owning real property within the state.  Wash. Rev. Code §
82.45.010(2)(a).

― Controlling interest provisions vary from state to state regarding the types of 
entities and transactions that may trigger a liability.

― However, a number of states do not have any controlling interest provisions.

• Issues regarding valuation of real property in controlling interest transfers.

― New Jersey imposes tax based on the assessed value of the property.  N.J. Rev. Stat. § 54:15C-
1(a)(1).

― New York law refers to the amount of consideration paid, but in the case of a sale of a controlling 
interest consideration is defined as “the fair market value of the real property or interest 
therein.”  N.Y. Tax Law § 1401(d)(iii).
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Real Property Transfer Taxes – Controlling 
Interest (Cont.)

• Certain states have controlling interest provisions that apply only to certain real 
estate entities.

― D.C.’s controlling interest tax applies to sale of a controlling interest in an entity 
that derives more than 50% of receipts from ownership in real property or holds 
real property with a value comprising at least 80% of tangible asset holdings. D.C. 
Code Ann. § 42-1102.02.

― Illinois taxes transfers of controlling interests of “real estate entities”.

― “Exists or acts substantially for the purpose of holding directly or indirectly title to or 
beneficial interest in real property.”  35 Ill. Comp. Stat. 200/31-5.

― Rebuttable presumption if entity owns real property with fair market value greater than 
75% of total fair market value of all the entity’s assets.  35 Ill. Comp. Stat. 200/31-5.

― Michigan’s controlling interest provisions apply to transfer of a controlling interest 
in an entity if the entity owns real property comprising 90% or more of the fair 
market value of its assets.  Mi. Comp. Laws § 207.523.

― Other states have special rules regarding conduit entities used to transfer real 
property.  E.g., Florida (“conduit entities”), Minnesota (“designated transfers”).
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Real Property Transfer Taxes - Exemptions

• No transfer of controlling interest

― Delaware – exception for transfers where at least 80% overlap of beneficial ownership prior and 
post-transfer.  Del. Code Ann. 30 § 5401(8)(c).

• Mere change in form of ownership

― New York – exemption for “mere change of identity or form of ownership or organization where 
there is no change in beneficial ownership.”  N.Y. Tax Law § 1405(b)(6).

• Mergers, Consolidations, and Reorganizations

― Florida – while not explicit in the statute, the Department has taken the position that property 
transferred pursuant to merger laws is transferred by operation of law and therefore not subject 
to the Documentary Stamp Tax.  Fl. Tech. Advis. No. 16B4-002 (Aug. 24, 2016).

― Illinois – exemption for transfers that are made “pursuant to mergers, consolidations or transfers 
or sales of substantially all of a corporation’s assets under plans of reorganization under the 
Federal Internal Revenue Code or Title 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Act.”  35 Ill. Comp. Stat. 
200/31-45(i). 
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Real Property Transfer Taxes – Exemptions 
(Cont.)

• Step-transaction doctrine may be used to subject a series of transactions to tax.

• A 2017 New York Court of Appeals opinion regarding the application of the New York 
City real property transfer tax employed the step-transaction doctrine to impose 
tax on a series of otherwise exempt transactions.  GKK 2 Herald LLC v. The City of 
New York Tax Appeals Tribunal, et al., 154 A.D.3d 213 (N.Y. App. Div. Oct. 10, 
2017).

• A 2018 New York Tax Appeals Tribunal decision regarding the application of the New 
York State real estate transfer tax to this transaction refused to address the step-
transaction doctrine on procedural grounds and instead found the transactions 
taxable based on the text of the statute and the regulation as well as the purpose 
of the regulation which was to “inhibit the structuring of transactions to avoid 
RETT by the use of entity transfers.”  In re GKK 2 Herald LLC, No. 826402 (N.Y. Tax. 
App. Trib. May 10, 2018).
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Real Property Transfer Taxes – Other 
Considerations

• Careful attention must be paid to the form of legal entity owning the real property.

― South Carolina does not recognize single-member LLCs as entities separate 
from their single member.  S.C. Rev. Rul. 17-5 (Aug. 28, 2017).

― Although South Carolina does not have any controlling interest provisions as 
part of its deed recording fee laws, the sale of a single-member LLC owning 
South Carolina real property will be treated as a sale of the underlying assets 
and therefore subject to the deed recording fee.

• Local tax considerations – rates can often be higher than the state rate.

• Transfers of certain real property interests, such as mineral rights or timber 
property may be subject to special rules.

― States with no generally applicable real estate transfer tax may impose a tax 
on such transfers of title to mineral rights or other similar property interests,  
i.e. Mississippi’s mineral documentary tax.
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Thank you!

Justin T. Brown, Esq.

justinbrown@eversheds-sutherland.com

404.407.5001

Daniel L. Thompson, CPA, CMI

daniel.thompson@thompsontax.com

415.320.7829
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